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The value of small-scale qualitative research projects into young people’s reading is often underestimated. Yet these finely tuned studies,
with a precise focus and highly specialised approach, can provide us with profound insights into the richness and variety of young people’s
reading practices. Bringing together contributors from six continents, this fascinating volume explores researchers’ experiences of
investigating the reading habits, preferences and practices of young people aged 12–21. Detailing a variety of empirical methodologies and
research methods, its chapters also consider reading in an array of contexts, in various languages and using diverse media. Key issues
addressed in the book include: the complexity of sociocultural similarities and differences in young people’s reading in international
contexts multilingual, bilingual and monolingual readers’ experiences of reading how young readers use a range of different print and
digital media how our understanding of the range of texts available to young readers and the different contexts of and purposes for reading
can be enhanced through small-scale qualitative research. Providing in-depth discussion of contributors’ research and findings, and touching
on many different contexts, text types and media, this volume will support and inspire current and future researchers, lecturers and
teachers interested in young people’s reading.
Inspired by a chapter in his 2014 book, "Bare Strength," which featured wounded amputee Marines, celebrated photographer Michael Stokes has
created an entire photographic volume dedicated to U.S. Gulf War veterans. "Always Loyal," a large-scale, hardcover coffee table book,
showcases the beautiful side of wounded soldiers, whose injuries and/or lost limbs are detailed in intimate, exclusive photographs and
information that provide a highly unique appreciation for those brave souls who have fought for the United States of America. The goal of
fitness photographer Stokes-who, inspired by a shoot with veteran and amputee Alex Minsky, wanted to put a different spin on how wounded
veterans were depicted-was to create a book via crowdfunder KickStarter.com. The result of the book is pure art.
MOMENTS OF MEMORY: Albie Sachs
Presents photographs of the famous collectible company's best figurines, including such characters as Darth Vader, the Incredible Hulk,
Captain Hook, and Predator.
Contemporary Masculinities
WR
Hear the Boat Sing
Tolkien Bestiary
The Book
The Illustrated World of Tolkien
An ode to Alberic 'Briek' Schotte, the godfather of all flandriens. The heroes of the Tour of Flanders and the Paris-Roubaix are tough and determined. The Flemings specialize in riding on bad
roads and in bad weather. This set of photos provides an intimate and emotional portrait of these legendary athletes, landscapes and the Flemish culture. Stephan Vanfleteren has been
photographing cycling races in Belgium and its surrounding areas for more than 15 years already. With more than 100 images, carefully selected by photographer Stephan Vanfleteren.
Portraits Nudes Flowersis a collection of photographs by Lima-born Mariano Vivanco (born 1975), one of the world’s leading editorial and advertising photographers. It includes portraits of
some of the world’s most fashionable faces, including Cindy Crawford, Rihanna, Lady Gaga, Naomi Campbell, Ricky Martin, Antonio Banderas, Emma Watson and Sam Smith, among many
others. Nudes have been a component of Vivanco’s photography since his early studies in Melbourne, Australia, most notably his Candice Swanepoel and David Gandy nudes, both of which
are featured here. Flowers have also been a longstanding subject of Vivanco’s photographic explorations, and this volume includes a never-before-seen series of Vivanco’s flowers. With a
fresh and unexpected take on these highly popular subjects, Vivanco unifies his collection of portraits, nudes and flowers in a contemporary fashion.
Jack and Liam, fed up with kiss-my-arse bosses and nose-to-nipple commutes, quit their jobs and move to a small town in Turkey. Join the culture-curious gay couple on their bumpy rite of
passage in a Muslim country. Meet the oddballs, VOMITs, vetpats, emigreys, semigreys, debauched waiters and middle England miseries. When bigotry and ignorance emerge from the crude
underbelly of Turkey's expat life, Jack and Liam waver. Determined to stay the course, the happy hedonistas hitch up their skirts, move to the heart of liberal Bodrum and fall in love with their
intoxicating foster land. Enter Jack's irreverent world for a right royal dose of misery and joy, bigotry and enlightenment, betrayal and loyalty, friendship, love, earthquakes, birth, adoption and
a senseless murder. Perking the Pansies will make you laugh out loud one minute and sob into your crumpled tissue the next. "Scott pulls no punches. A good read and hopefully the first of
many by new boy on the block." Jane Akatay, journalist "An insightful tale of life abroad - with a twist - from the pen of a serial people watcher. Expat Jack lays his characters bare along with
his heart and soul, '' Kym Ciftci, On the Ege Magazine, Ontheege.com "Jack and Liam bring a certain je ne sais quoi to the souks and heap a plate of dry British wit to their Ottoman
misadventures," Charles Ayres, author, Impossibly Glamorous Impossiblyglamorous.com ..". hilarious, saucy, witty, heartwarming and incredibly moving, Perking the Pansies is chock full of
odd characters and odder situations. Jack Scott has a way with words and proves that it is the relationships we surround ourselves with that matter most," Linda A Janssens, Writer and CoAuthor, Turning Points, Adventuresinexpatland.com
Drawing on qualitative studies of teamsport athletes and fraternity members, this book describes the rapidly changing world of masculinities among men in both the United States and Great
Britain. As cultural homophobia decreases, university-aged men are influenced to construct a softer version of masculinity – one that is not predicated in homophobia. Inclusive Masculinity
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shows that today's youth express decreased sexism, racism and masculine bullying. As Eric Anderson demonstrates, men who value inclusive masculinities are also shown to be more likely
to bond in emotional relationships with other men and to embrace a variety of behaviors once coded as feminine, including certain same-sex sexual behaviors. Now available in paperback,
this groundbreaking analysis of masculinity and young men will be of interest to students and faculty members within Sociology, Gender Studies, and Sport Studies.
A Human Rights Message
Murder at the Bailey
Warwick Rowers - Freedom
Capturing Archetypes
Harnessing Business to Achieve the SDGs through Finance, Technology and Law Reform
Naked Ibiza

This book assesses the construction of masculinities in relation to appearance, embodiment and emotions by drawing on perspectives in psychology, sociology, gender studies and public
health. Brendan Gough questions conventional assumptions about masculinity and men’s health and responds to recent trends in critical studies of masculinities which discuss
‘positive’ or ‘healthy’ masculine identities. The book showcases discursively inflected qualitative research using data sources where men’s own accounts are prioritised: in-depth
interviews and online discussion forums. Chapters discuss men’s appearance concerns and activities and examine male mental health, focusing on vulnerability and its management.
Current trends and key concepts, including intersectionality, inequalities and embodiment are also considered throughout. This book will appeal to students and academics within
social sciences and humanities interested in gender issues in general and masculinity in particular.
Dylan Rosser's started working for Naked Ibiza four exciting years ago. After visiting Ibiza regularly since 2000, he decided to leave London for it, with the intention of photographing
models outdoors in nature, something that was new to him after primarily indoor studio work. 'I wanted to work with more models in different locations at different times of the year to
provide a more vivid picture of this Mediterranean island paradise,' he puts it. The range of body types and the mix of clothed and nude bodies means there is something for everyone
in Rosser's biggest book.
All over the world, in every industry, there are those who have an impact and attract opportunities. They build strong businesses and strong careers whilst having a positive influence
on the world around them. These people are Powerful Leaders, and you can be one of them.
Stars in My Eyes is a revealing and entertaining collection of celebrity portraits, rendered both in acute drawings and in finely observed prose. In the 1970s and 1980s, internationally
known artist Don Bachardy made portraits from life, depicting the actors, writers, artists, composers, directors, and Hollywood elite that he and his partner Christopher Isherwood
knew. He then made detailed notes about these portrait sittings in the journal he has kept for more than forty years. The result is a unique document: we enter the mind of the artist as
he records the images and behavior of his celebrity subjects—from Ruby Keeler and Barbara Stanwyck to Jack Nicholson and Linda Ronstadt—during their often intense collaboration
with him. Finalist, Lambda Book Award
Empirical Research Across International Contexts
Young People Reading
The Power of You
The Victory Drive
Warwick Rowers
Stars in My Eyes

"A biography of noted New Zealand sports broadcaster Peter Montgomery, with particularly emphasis on New Zealand's involvement in the America's Cup and the key figures involved - Michael Fay,
Chris Dickson, Russell Coutts, Peter Blake, Grant Dalton and Dean Barker"--Publisher information.
This book contains an international collection of essays by leading philosophers of sport on the ethics and philosophy of the Olympic Games. The essays consider a range of topics including critical
reflections on nationalism and internationalism within the Olympic movement, sexism in Olympic marketing and sponsorship, the preservation and corruption of Olympism, the underlying ideology of the
Olympic Games, the inequalities of perception in ability and disability as it informs our understanding of the Olympic and Paralympic Games, and comparisons between ancient and modern interpretations
of the meaning and significance of the Olympic Games. This book will be of interest to historians, philosophers, and sociologists of sports, as well as to the sporting public who simply want to know more
about the grounding ideas behind the greatest show on earth. This book was originally published as a special issue of Sport, Ethics and Philosophy.
The ancient Greeks thought the gods dwelled on Mount Olympus. We can confidently report that they've moved to the Paris Rugby stadium! Elaborating on the photographs taken for the popular calendar
of the same name, these tantalizing images feature players of the famous international rugby club, the Stade Francais Paris, in all their unclothed glory. Tony Duran's work worships the human form,
whether in his sexually charged nude studies, his sensual fashion photography, or his inventive celebrity portraiture. Duran has take his signature style to Dieux di Stade, where he transforms the athlete
into graphic sensual male form.
A luxurious photographic collection featuring The Warwick Rowers of calendar fame. All images shot on location in England and Spain.
The History of Thames Rowing Club and Tideway Rowing
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Olympic Ethics and Philosophy
"Last of the English."
Fourth Liberty Loan
Always Loyal

"Targeted to fans of Simply Beautiful Photographs, the 2014 offering in National Geographic's iconic line of large-format photo books illuminates the
power of photography to witness, reveal, persuade, celebrate, explore and change the way we see the world. Capturing the moment in which a
firecracker explodes into a burst of electric energy or the last rays of the sun as it stretches across a red-rock valley, certain special photos offer an
unrivalled conduit to the world around us. Shot by National Geographic's most renowned photographers and peppered throughout with inspiring
quotations, Stunning Photographs is a vibrant tapestry of images that showcases the medium's ability to reveal extraordinary moments of wit and
discovery, harmony and intimacy, energy and joy. Definitive, striking, and always unstaged, the remarkable pictures in this book will appeal to all who
want to enjoy the smorgasbord of colors, textures, and sensations that comprise the fabric of everyday life"-An emotional and page-turning family saga perfect for fans of Barbara O’Neal, Amanda Prowse, and Susanne O’Leary! ‘Full of mystery and magic’ Heidi
Swain
A month ago, eunuch sword-dancer and spy Varazda collided with ex-soldier Damiskos at a seaside villa during a dizzying week of intrigue,
assassinations, and a fake love affair that—maybe—turned real. Now Varazda is back home in Boukos, at the center of a family and community he dearly
loves, and Damiskos is coming to visit. Things aren’t going according to plan. Varazda’s family members suspect Damiskos’s motives. Varazda grapples
with his own desires. Add in a horrible goose, a potentially lethal sculpture, and yet another assassination plot, and any man other than Dami would be
boarding a ship straight back to Pheme. It’s going to take all of Damiskos’s patience, and all of Varazda’s strength, to make this new relationship work.
After all that, solving one more murder shouldn’t be too hard. Saffron Alley is the second book in the Sword Dance trilogy, the continuation of Dami and
Varazda’s story from Sword Dance. It crosses over with One Night in Boukos, but you don’t have to have read that book to enjoy this one.
Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals through Finance, Technology and Law Reform Achieving the SDGs requires a fundamental rethink from
businesses and governments across the globe. To make the ambitious goals a reality, trillions of dollars need to be harnessed to mobilise finance and
accelerate progress towards the SDGs. Bringing together leaders from the World Bank, the financial and business sectors, the startup community and
academia, this important, topically relevant volume explains what the SDGs are, how they came about and how they can be accelerated. Real-world case
studies and authoritative insights address how to direct investment of existing financial resources and re-align the global financial system to reflect the
SDGs. In depth chapters discuss how financial institutions, such as UBS Wealth Management, Manulife Asset Management and Moody’s Rating Agency
are supporting the SDGs. The opportunities arising from Blockchain, Big Data, Digital Identity and cutting-edge FinTech and RegTech applications are
explored, whilst the relevance of sustainable and transparent global supply chains is underscored. Significant attention is paid to law reform which can
accelerate progress of the SDGs through SME Financing, Crowdfunding, Peer-to-Peer Lending and tax restructuring. To achieve the ‘World We Want’,
much needs to be done. The recommendations contained within this book are critical for supporting a fundamental shift in thinking from business and
governments around the world, and for building a more just and prosperous future for all.
The Long Win
More Naked Than Ever
Risk Management and Financial Institutions
Saffron Alley
Sex Cultures
The Last Wolf
Visiting missionaries observation of Aboriginal children, WA (pp.25-27); remarks on situation of Aboriginal people (pp.45-54, 59-60)
Tolkien's works have inspired artists for generations and have given rise to myriad interpretations of the rich and magical worlds he created. The Illustrated World of
Tolkien gathers together artworks and essays from expert illustrators, painters and etchers, and fascinating and scholarly writing from renowned Tolkien expert David Day,
and is an exquisite reference guide for any fan of Tolkien's work, Tolkien's world and the imaginative brilliance his vision inspired. This work is unofficial and is not
authorized by the Tolkien Estate or HarperCollins Publishers.
More Naked Than Ever is the first full collection of poetry by Gary Rasberry. This collection will not let you down. He exposes himself in ways that other poets are
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reserved to do. In the first poem of the collection the author says up front - "I have always been / will always be / unfinished." In a later poem he is not afraid to wonder
about his ego - "Or maybe it was my Ego stuffed larger." Be ready to ponder your life through is observation. Be ready to be surprised.
Thomas Knights' internationally acclaimed Red Hot art project is back with a totally new look and new models. Hold tight, it's Red Hot II: a large-scale photography book
with new red-hot models, both female and male. The collaboration between British photographer Thomas Knights and British designer Elliott James Frieze is characterized
by its midnight blue material background and embossed silver writing, making it a desirable collector's item.
The Missing Pieces of Us
Gaze, Vision, and Visuality in Ancient Greek Literature
Peter Montgomery
The Voice of Yachting
How to Build a Powerful Personal Brand to Establish Yourself as an Online Leader
An Exquisite Reference Guide to Tolkien's World and the Artists his Vision Inspired
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is
in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Award-winning photographer Mark Edward showcases some of his sexiest and most striking work with male models in this collection of artistic nude male
photography. A diverse group of men make up this striking portfolio of beautiful men, handsome male models and everyday sexy guys. Mark Edward, who is
the founder of the blog modelJOCK.com, has had his work featured in a variety of group and solo exhibitions in the United States, and has also had his
work published in the United States, Australia and Germany.
Michael Stokes is one of the most successful newcomers in recent years. His first book, Masculinity, was an overwhelming success, and his fan page on
Facebook has over 140,000 followers. Now comes Bare Strength, the hotly anticipated second volume of this master photographer.
Visual culture, performance and spectacle lay at the heart of all aspects of ancient Greek daily routine, such as court and assembly, cult and ritual,
and art and culture. Seeing was considered the most secure means of obtaining knowledge, with many citing the etymological connection between ‘seeing’
and ‘knowing’ in ancient Greek as evidence for this. Seeing was also however often associated with mere appearances, false perception and deception.
Gazing and visuality in the ancient Greek world have had a central place in the scholarship for some time now, enjoying an abundance of pertinent
discussions and bibliography. If this book differs from the previous publications, it is in its emphasis on diverse genres: the concepts ‘gaze’,
‘vision’ and ‘visuality’ are considered across different Greek genres and media. The recipients of ancient Greek literature (both oral and written) were
encouraged to perceive the narrated scenes as spectacles and to ‘follow the gaze’ of the characters in the narrative. By setting a broad time span, the
evolution of visual culture in Greece is tracked, while also addressing broader topics such as theories of vision, the prominence of visuality in
specific time periods, and the position of visuality in a hierarchisation of the senses.
Embodiment, Emotion and Wellbeing
Scenes in Spain
Art of the Male Body
Sustainable Development Goals
Twenty Years of Sideshow Collectibles Art
Flandrien
A notorious loan shark is shot dead outside the Old Bailey. The killer is apprehended at the scene and Adrian Stanford is about to take on the toughest case of his career. Can he steer his client past the nononsense detective Chief Superintendent 'Iron' Rod Stokes, hell bent, in his last case before retirement, in achieving a murder conviction? Or the acerbic judge known to all as Mack The Knife, whose own
resolve is being tested to the limit by an adulterous wife? That's assuming he can keep him alive long enough for the trial to even go ahead. And why is London underworld numero uno Big Jake Davenport
showing such a close interest in the case? A wickedly eccentric cast of brilliantly-drawn characters from both sides of the legal divide populate this daring debut from one of Britain's top criminal defence
lawyers. Dripping with sparkling dialogue and delicious wit, Murder at the Bailey is a brilliant picaresque romp through the courtrooms, custody suites and Italian restaurants of London. Having spent over 40
years observing crime play out from a ringside seat Milner's first novel draws on his incomparable experience of the law in action and is peopled by characters who have had the misfortune to cross his
portals.
Warwick RowersThe Book
Bliss and Dick like to play dangerous games. They enjoy testing each other’s limits and do so by taking turns being the dominant partner in their BDSM relationship. This weekend brings them to a remote
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cabin in the woods where their playful torture can be messy and their screams loud. But, while intense, everything is all fun and games (and sex) until it turns out that the cabin doesn’t provide as much
privacy as they’d been expecting. After a dangerous interruption, can they still make it a weekend to remember?
Why is it so hard to talk about sex and sexuality? In this crisp and compelling book, Amin Ghaziani provides a pithy introduction to the field of sexuality studies through a distinctively cultural lens. Rather than
focusing on sex acts, which make us feel flustered and blind us to a bigger picture, Ghaziani crafts a conversation about sex cultures that zooms in on the diverse contexts that give meaning to our sexual
pursuits and practices. Unlike sex, which is a biological expression, the word 'sexuality' highlights how the materiality of the body acquires cultural meaning as it encounters other bodies, institutions,
regulations, symbols, societal norms, values, and worldviews. Think of it this way: sex + culture = sexuality. Sex Cultures offers an introduction to sexuality unlike any other. Its case-study and debate-driven
approach, animated by examples from across the globe and across disciplines, upends stubborn assumptions that pit sex against society. The elegance of the arguments makes this book a pleasurable read
for beginners and experts alike.
Inclusive Masculinity
Portraits Nudes Flowers
The search for a better way to succeed
Perking the Pansies - Jack and Liam Move to Turkey
Dieux Du Stade
The Changing Nature of Masculinities

A comprehensive reference guide to the history, creatures, races, flora, and fauna of J. R. R. Tolkien's imaginary worlds features more than a hundred
black-and-white drawings and thirty-six full-color paintings by eleven of Europe's best fantasy artists.
'Powerful and profound.' - Matthew Syed 'Anyone interested in motivation should read this book and think deeply.’ - Margaret Heffernan ***Selected as
one of the Financial Times's Best Business Books of 2020!*** In this fascinating examination of our widespread obsession with winning, Cath Bishop
draws on her personal experience of high-performance environments to trace the idea of winning through history, language and thought to explore how it
has come to be a defining concept in fields from sport to business, from politics to education. Faced with the challenges and opportunities of the 21st
century, Cath offers a new, broader approach – The Long Win. Cath competed as a rower at three Olympic Games, becoming the first British woman to
win the World Championships and an Olympic medal in the coxless pairs event. As a senior diplomat, Cath worked on policy and negotiations,
specializing in stabilization policy for conflict-affected parts of the world. In business, Cath has acted as a coach and consultant, advising on team and
leadership development and organizational culture, and teaches on the Executive Education Faculty at the Judge Business School, Cambridge University.
In this book she brings that extraordinary mix of experience to examine what winning has come to mean to society and to us as individuals and offers a
fresh perspective on how we might redefine success – personal and professional - for the longer-term. ‘Looking at life from a different point of view is a
rare skill. Built on in-depth research and broad experience as well as original thought, this book will change your outlook on everything.’ - Clare Balding
OBE ‘This book is so relevant, timely and exciting for any person or organization wanting to investigate what success means to them. It couldn’t be a
more relevant book right now and Cath’s exceptional ability in so many areas of life make it a gripping read with a lot of key takeaways whatever your
area of interest. I wish every leader could immediately read this book as the world would be a better place if they did!’ - Goldie Sayers, Olympic Medallist
in the Javelin, Coach ‘I love this book. It is a must-read for educators, business executives, policy makers, politicians and indeed anyone who wants to
understand why we need a new narrative around winning and success. We need a lot more Long-Win Thinking in our homes, businesses and institutions
and Cath’s book is the place to go to find out why – and how we get there.’ - Dame Helena Morrissey
The most complete, up-to-date guide to risk management in finance Risk Management and Financial Institutions, Fifth Edition explains all aspects of
financial risk and financial institution regulation, helping you better understand the financial markets—and their potential dangers. Inside, you’ll learn
the different types of risk, how and where they appear in different types of institutions, and how the regulatory structure of each institution affects risk
management practices. Comprehensive ancillary materials include software, practice questions, and all necessary teaching supplements, facilitating
more complete understanding and providing an ultimate learning resource. All financial professionals need to understand and quantify the risks
associated with their decisions. This book provides a complete guide to risk management with the most up to date information. • Understand how risk
affects different types of financial institutions • Learn the different types of risk and how they are managed • Study the most current regulatory issues
that deal with risk • Get the help you need, whether you’re a student or a professional Risk management has become increasingly important in recent
years and a deep understanding is essential for anyone working in the finance industry; today, risk management is part of everyone's job. For complete
information and comprehensive coverage of the latest industry issues and practices, Risk Management and Financial Institutions, Fifth Edition is an
informative, authoritative guide.
For three days out of thirty, when the moon is full and her law is iron, the Great North Pack must be wild. If she returns to her Pack, the stranger will die.
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But if she stays... Silver Nilsdottir is at the bottom of her Pack's social order, with little chance for a decent mate and a better life. Until the day a
stranger stumbles into their territory, wounded and beaten, and Silver decides to risk everything on Tiberius Leveraux. But Tiberius isn't all he seems,
and in the fragile balance of the Pack and wild, he may tip the destiny of all wolves... The Legend of All Wolves series: The Last Wolf (Book 1) A Wolf
Apart (Book 2)
Playing Dangerous Games
National Geographic Stunning Photographs
Journey with a Purpose
Hereward the Wake
Bare Strength
Red Hot II
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